Evolve Benching Solutions
TM

Evolve offers a ‘plug and play’ power and data module at the
worksurface… where you need it. The power and data modules can be
added or quickly relocated to provide maximum flexibility at any point
along the benching configuration. Evolve worksurfaces also provide
‘scoops’ to pass wires from more permanent desktop equipment to the
primary base feed. Hard wired source feeds for power (4 circuits per
feed) and data enter the system from the floor and/or ceiling and comply
with all North American codes and compliances.

Evolve Benching. It’s where people connect, create or just ‘sit in’ to catch up.

Benching in the workplace shares a past with the linear work tables of the craft guilds as
well as the lunch counter at your favorite diner. It’s communal. It’s interactive. It’s a quick
spec. And it’s here. The Benching footprint is also an efficient, linear footprint that addresses
rising real estate costs and the drive to a sustainable ‘less with more’ future.
We have all joined picnic tables end to end as family and friends come together for an
outdoor BBQ. The simple and continuous flow of food and conversation up and down the line
connects people and good times. Benching in the office environment supports the same

Finishes shown. Panel frames and storage components: Designer White
(DWT). Primary worksurfaces: Designer White (D354-60HP). Secondary
worksurfaces: River Cherry (7937-38HP). Storage seat cushions:
Momentum - Ace, Trail (AC77). Seating: M9 (8636). Seating upholstery:
Momentum - Ace, Tuxedo (AC75).

Engineered for the way people work, Evolve meets the challenges of
today’s rapidly changing workplace. Featuring a crisp and clean aesthetic,
Evolve is designed to provide limitless planning possibilities for greater
return on investment.
Evolve’s panels can be stacked and switched for maximum flexibility and
reconfiguration. Panels also integrate ‘plug and play’ connectivity at the
worksurface and offer wire management to meet any power and data
requirements. A range of ergonomic worksurfaces and practical storage
options enable cost-effective planning.

natural interaction between people with the linear delivery of power and data at any point.
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Above: Tempered glass partitions diffuse desktop equipment and
provide a visual separation without interrupting interaction across
the workstations.
Left: Metal storage modules configured perpendicular to the primary
worksurface include open shelving and closed filing with upholstered
seat cushions for colleagues.

Rising real estate costs, multi-generational workforces and new styles of working are a few
challenges today’s offices must address. The simplicity and flexibility of Evolve’s design enables
reconfiguration of a space with the same components to keep long-term costs low. Evolve’s
comprehensive product offering creates complete office landscapes that can adapt to change.

Evolve provides a systems solution to benching that offers the potential for future recon figuration and reuse.
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Benching solutions provide an efficient, linear footprint to address rising real estate costs and the drive to a sustainable office environment that does more with less.
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At Evolve we believe it is our responsibility to protect the environment
for future generations. The growing importance of reducing energy
consumption and resource sustainability continues to challenge us in
this ever-changing marketplace.
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Evolve’s epoxy powder coating process (A) involves no liquids and is solvent
free. It does not contain any harmful VOC’s or lead. Up to 99% of over
sprayed powder is reclaimed, mixed with virgin powder and reused. All
powder that doesn’t get recirculated is recycled and used to paint
non-exposed parts.

Evolve panels are insulated with a mineral wool insulation made from slag
(an inert steel product) and basalt rock. This material’s high density provides
maximum sound absorption to reduce noise in the work environment.
Mineral fiber insulation is fire resistant, water repellent and will not support
the growth of fungi or mildew.

Evolve has developed a panel interior made from 100% recycled wood (B)
and reclaimed polypropylene (C). Through innovative design and technology,
Evolve utilizes waste that would normally have been sent to a landfill.

Evolve offers fabrics that are made from 100% recycled polyester (D), which
means less waste going into landfills, reduced demand for petroleum
products, and fewer environmental impacts from the processing of
petroleum products into polyester.
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Evolve is Greenguard® certified to rigorous
indoor air quality standards for low-emitting
interior products and manufactured in ISO
14001 registered facilities.
Paper stock used in printing this brochure
contains post consumer recycled content.
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